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synonymous with that of sinner or transgressor of the divine
Late.1"
Such a form of government should not in itself have been
intolerable to a nation long accustomed to an alien yoke, and
one moreover whose native princes, particularly Herod and
Archelaus, had not been sparing in their demands. In fact, as
has already been said, the Pharisees of the opposition had
actually begged Rome to take over the reins of government
from the tyrant Archelaus not so long before. But if certain
groups could regard Roman rule as an heroic remedy for un-
bearable ills, and if the few rich and powerful families who
constituted the Jewish aristocracy of Judaea even found it
agreeable on account of their natural sympathy with these
aristocratic conquerors, the people were much less inclined to
accept the yoke. They combined a deep and fervent religious
feeling with a scrupulous exactness of observance ; and their
hatred of the rule, even the very presence of these goyim,
sprang more from fanaticism than from nationalism. It was
their misfortune that in their impatience they failed to realize
their utter helplessness against the power of Rome. Any trifle
became a cause for discontent,2 which soon grew into a state
of chronic exasperation, rendering them open to any rash
suggestion. When the Zealots maintained that to obey the
Romans was a violation of the divine Law, since Jahweh was
the only Lord who could claim their obedience, they were only
voicing the opinion of the majority of the Jews.3 And as time
passed and the Roman bondage seemed heavier or hopes grew
brighter, the revolutionaries gained more and more adherents
and the moderate party, composed of the nobles of Jerusalem
and Temple dignitaries, and of those who possessed property,
or were in favour with the Romans, could no longer hold them
in check.
To give the procurators their due, their task was by no
means an easy one.4 Those whom they governed accused
them all more or less of injustice, high-handedness and out-
rageous cupidity. We have not enough information at our
disposal to measure the truth underlying these vociferous
charges, nor can we form any clear idea of such disputes as are
described in Jewish sources. The Romans probably sometimes
abused their power and acted without tact, and tended to be
over-hasty and to display uncontrolled severity. When we
1 XXV, ii, 253 ;   LXIH, 140.	2 XXV, ii, 253.
3	The ideal of the Kannaim was a Jewish republic with God as its
president and the Law for its constitution.    XXV, ii, 250.
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